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Letter of Comment

Name (first and last) Jerrilynn DeCock Date: August 28, 2016

Comment: Please specify the reasons for your interest in the proceeding, your views concerning the proceeding, any 
relevant information that supports or explains your views, the conclusion you support and any recommendations. The 
Commission may disallow comments that do not comply with the Rules of Practice and Procedure.

After I moved here last year and realized there was only one residential rate that only had fair application to urban 
customers with natural gas space and water heat, I created an Excel spreadsheet on November 12 to track my energy 
consumption with notes explaining what was happening to make the data usable.  I also included a formula to track 
my daily usage averaged for a 30 day period (month) to forecast what my usage would be for the month to help 
control usage where I could.  I am a senior electrical engineer with experience entirely in electric utilities and industry 
in electric power applications.  I did this study and wrote an engineering report with the intention of sending it to the 
utility regulator (BCUC here), the minister responsible, and the premier.  I did this without any knowledge that there 
would be this exercise.  I was working independently on my own.  I did this and then I was told by email that to have 
my material accepted it must be in this form and posted on the internet for all people to see, good and bad people 
together.  Because of the danger to myself and my property the spreadsheet and original report will not be posted. 
  
After my censored report that I pasted into this form I will address the five questions asked by the Minister. 
  
I will include a censored copy of the report as part of this comment form submission.  I cannot allow the spreadsheet to 
be posted because it contains too many comments regarding comings and goings that would tell bad people when no 
one is at home.  In doing this, reading the report one must just trust that there is data to back up what is said in the 
report.  The BCUC has already received everything so they can use the spreadsheet to verify the report. 
The comments are absolutely necessary in an engineering report to explain the meter reading consumption as to why 
it is high or low.  Typical comments are: start getting ready for shower, finished dressing after shower. start doing 
dishes, dishwasher finished, start laundry, dryer finished, what was had for supper (including large oven, convection 
oven, barbecue, etc), and the really damaging comments leave for town and return from town complete with days and 
times.  It would be a travesty of justice (and what is just plainly fair and right) if my report complete with the 
spreadsheet is not received and used by the BCUC for their purpose with only a censored copy of the written report 
included on the internet for good people to read who likely would not really bother with the spreadsheet data 
(boring).  Bad people would look for information they can use for their purpose.  The internet is not a safe place.  You 
will not find me on Facebook, Twitter, Linkdin, etc.  I want to be a private person. 
  
Last winter I lived here alone while the other house was being sold so the report is based on a household of one at that 
time.  The spreadsheet submitted was to early August this year. 
  
Following is my report:  (After pasting it into this form I saw that the photographs of my xxxxxxx utility bills that were 
imported into MS Word and then printed to pdf for submission did not paste into this form - only the page numbers.  
The consumption there was much lower than average and the graphs on the bills showed this going back to 2009.) 
  
REPORT ON TWO-TIER RESIDENTIAL ELECTRICAL RATE IN BRITISH COLUMBIA 
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
This report is written by an electrical engineer with 37 years of experience entirely in 
electrical utilities and in industry. This report deals with the way that the single, two-tier 
residential rate structure in British Columbia encourages environmentally damaging 
heating practices by burning fuels rather than encouraging the installation of clean, 
renewable electrical energy heating systems in one of the three gifted provinces in 
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Canada with an abundance of hydro-electric energy. 
INTRODUCTION 
In this time period when symptoms of global warming are becoming more apparent and 
the United States of America has finally come on board with this, the political push to 
reduce dependence on burning fossil fuels is becoming much stronger and more global. 
This has hurt the oil industry in Alberta (amongst other factors) with protests against 
‘dirty’ oil. In the meantime, British Columbia has been promoting the burning of natural 
gas through the residential rate structure for electrical energy. 
This report deals partly with the past history of electrical energy consumption as a city 
residential customer in xxxxxxx with natural gas space and water heat and primarily 
as a rural BC customer with no access to gas and with no city water system, but a water 
system that requires freeze protection in the winter and electric pumps to operate. 
During the 1980s this author was working for Alberta Power Limited (now ATCO 
Electric) and that company was using 750 kWh as the normal monthly usage for a 
typical home (with natural gas). This was only for a guideline and not for a two-tier rate 
structure. The rate structure in British Columbia (Fortis) uses 1600 kWh for a two 
month period (800 kWh monthly). Homes have become more electrified over the years 
and this difference is 6.7% increase over several decades. Efficiencies in lighting and 
some appliances likely are largely offset by increased use of higher light levels, 
computers, TVs that don’t really turn off, etc. (Utilities like APL gave away 100 W light 
bulbs to encourage higher light levels back in those days before a push to 
conservation.) This experience indicates that the single, residential rate structure in 
British Columbia is based solely on an urban residence that uses natural gas for space 
and water heating and does not allow for non-urban electrical requirements such as for 
water systems and for heating. 
Utilities generally have multiple rates for industrial customers having: kWh for small 
industrial and commercial, kWh plus kW demand for larger industrial customers with 
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good power factor (pf), and kWh plus kVA demand for large industrial customers with 
poor pf. In British Columbia we have one residential rate that is based on urban house 
electrical requirements and that have natural gas space and water heat and which 
discourages the urban customers from converting to environmentally friendly, 
renewable hydro-electric energy. The rural customers simply have no choice. 
The single residential electrical rate does not account for rural customers that do not 
have access to natural gas and generally have their own water systems that require 
electricity to operate and can require electrical heat tracing turned on in the winter 
because of the topography in the mountains. One may say that these customers will 
save on not having utility water bills, but this does not account for the many, many 
thousands of dollars to install the water system in difficult mountainous conditions that 
the resident had to pay for entirely and may still be paying off; and for maintenance 
costs in filters, purification, and repairs. It also does not account for lack of urban street 
lighting requiring the rural customer to provide their own nighttime lighting. 
The author of this report moved to British Columbia from xxxxxxxx in the 
summer of 2015. Because the study of the residential electrical system involves the 
system owned by the author, the discussion section will use personal pronouns that are 
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not normally used in technical reports. 
DISCUSSION 
I had been coming to this area in the mountains of the central interior every summer 
since the 1990s. I bought this property in 2004 as a revenue property.  
Both wells are down in a steep sided ravine from the house. In 2014 the one water line 
failed and had to be replaced. I replaced it with two water lines, one for each source. 
With one water line the transfer had to be done down a manhole at the base of the cliff 
of the ravine and was dangerous to do because of a risk of avalanche; as well as very 
inconvenient in the winter. Now the transfer is done in the cistern room at the back of 
the house. Because of the topography of the steep sided ravine so close to the house 
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the water lines could not be buried for part of their path down the side and also because 
of material in the bank to stabilize it that could not be disturbed. The water lines are 1 
inch, heat traced, insulated, and installed in Big O. They are covered by wood all the 
way down the ravine side and some dirt most of the way. This heat trace is required to 
be energized during the winter months for freeze protection. It can also be seen from 
the preceding that a considerable amount of money has been spent on the water 
system as it is. 
The house has a wood stove for heat as well as electric baseboard heaters in every 
room. The house is a long rancher style with the wood stove located in the center. 
Particularly, the master bedroom does not receive sufficient heating from the wood 
stove and requires electric heat to be livable. Last winter I did not ever turn on any of 
the baseboard heaters in the house, but used pedestal fans to move heat in addition to 
two eco-fans on the stove. I slept in the guest bedroom which is close to the wood 
stove because the master bedroom never got above 60 F all winter and was usually 
closer to 50 F. This was a warm winter with the temperature always above -18 C (as 
measured each morning by my thermometer). (I use Fahrenheit indoors and Celsius 
outdoors.) I got up during the night to stoke up the stove with more wood to keep the 
temperature reasonable. I burned over 5 cords of wood during a warm winter. 
Because of the two-tier electrical rate, which I immediately recognized as inadequate to 
apply to all residential situations, I developed an Excel spreadsheet on November 12, 
2015 to track my electrical energy use and to project monthly use based on daily use 
during the monthly period as each daily use is averaged and projected to 30 day 
consumption. (This spreadsheet is included as an attachment as Appendix A.) This 
obviously becomes more accurate as more days are accrued during the month. I did 
this with the purpose of writing this report and submitting it in mind; and to help manage 
my energy consumption. I photographed the revenue meter several times a day 
depending on what I was doing and what electrical appliances I was using. I also 
photographed and recorded the outside temperature and added comments of what was 
being done during periods of the day to demonstrate how much energy was used for 
various activities. I already knew that the oven of an electric cook stove and the clothes 
dryer are two of the largest consumers in a house. Being alone I could use a 
countertop convection oven most of the time. 
Unfortunately the digital revenue meter only displays to an accuracy of one kWh, so it 
takes averaging many occurrences of using an appliance / device to get an idea of how 
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much energy it consumes. By turning the electric heat trace (EHT) on and off over 
periods of colder and warmer nights and days it indicated that the two water lines use 
about 1400 kWh during the two-month billing period (using almost all of tier 1). 
Because of check valves in the wells, both lines are always full of water and must both 
be freeze protected. This was determined by seeing that nighttime energy consumption 
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was about 300 kWh (projected period to 30 day consumption if constant at that rate for 
30 days shown in column ‘M’ of the spreadsheet in Appendix A) per month and with the 
EHT on, this jumped to about 1000 kWh per month. (Stating month is actually a 30 day 
extrapolated period.) The difference is 700 kWh per month for the EHT. The heat trace 
is 5 W/ft, self-limiting type. Therefore it may consume somewhat less during the heat of 
the day, but this cannot be determined without having equipment to actually measure it 
separately over time of day. The 700 kWh would therefore likely be worst case average 
(for a warm winter). 
To conserve energy I put a thermometer near the floor in the cistern room to monitor the 
requirement for heating. The room is largely filled by the 1000 gallon cistern which acts 
like a large heat sink and the room also gets heat through the wall of the house. There 
is a 500 W heater in the room which was only used for six days in early January when 
the outdoor temperature was recorded down to -16.5 C. On January 3 the room was 
below 0 C first thing in the morning and there was no house water because the jet pump 
for water pressure had tripped off on thermal overload, likely due to ice in the water 
lines. This was stressful considering whether or not it would have to be replaced, but it 
reset after the room was heated and all was back to normal. I had also added a 
portable heater for a while on January 3 to raise the temperature more quickly to get 
water for the house and to ensure that the condition would not get worse anywhere in 
the cistern room (CR in spreadsheet notes). 
During the winter, one of my morning daily chores was to walk down the slope to the 
horse water trough (110 gal) and chop ice and remove it from the water. During early 
January I had to put a 500 W heater in it to ensure the horses had water. For cold 
winters I also bought a 1250 W floating heater, but I have never used it. During the 
autumn last year, I had installed a water hose on T-posts down this slope so that I could 
attach a hose at the top to fill the tank, and the permanent hose is taut to be self draining. 
It is not very safe to walk down the path during the winter. It would be better 
to be able to turn a heater on and off at the top to keep the water open, but this would 
be prohibitively expensive on the tier 2 rate (at 500 W $54.71 TNIP per month if on 
continuous). 
Appendix B contains several utility statements from the previous home 
that have consumption graphs going back several years that indicate a long trend of 
energy conservation. A senior electrical engineer working in the electrical power 
distribution field knows what uses high power and how to do the same task with less 
energy (higher efficiency). Living alone provides more opportunities to use a countertop 
convection oven rather than the large electric range oven. It can be seen in the 
Excel spreadsheet in Appendix A that the electric range oven was not used very often. 
This helped to keep overall energy consumption down. I also do batch cooking such as 
chili, S&S ribs, stews, and soups in large batches and freeze containers for future 
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heating by mostly microwave. This is also accomplished using a 22 ft3 chest freezer. 
Comparing consumption to xxxxxxxx one should also consider that the second 
refrigerator that was brought from xxxxxxxxx was only put into service here on July 26 
this year. The enerGuide for it says it uses 121 kWh per month. 
My water heater in xxxxxxxxx was natural gas and here it is electric. Both are 40 gallon 
/ 184 litre. In xxxxxxxx I showered every day of the week and here I have showered 3 
times per week, at most, as can be seen in the Excel spreadsheet in Appendix A. I 
wash my hair every time, which makes the shower longer than usual. In xxxxxxxxxx it 
was because I went to the office 5 days per week and here because of the outdoor work 
that I do gets more dirt into my hair. It can be seen in column ‘M’ of the spreadsheet 
that the extrapolated consumption of water heating from a shower ranged from about 
1500 kWh to about 3000 kWh per month. It was normally a little over 2000 kWh per 
month most of the time. This is a very difficult short-time consumption to measure with 
such a crude device as a revenue meter that displays to 1 kWh and only gives an 
indication of what kind of energy consumption there could be from this device (hot water 
heater) for a large family that are having frequent showers as a combined total so that 
the hot water tank is frequently recovering hot water. For my particular tank the label 
indicates two heaters (each 3000 W) with a maximum load of 3000 W. Looking at the 
entries for showers in the spreadsheet indicates about 3 kWh per shower. At 3 showers 
per week this is about 40 kWh per month for one person. There would be a small part 
of this consumption for other loads that would / could be operating (like at nighttime) 
and lengths of showers vary so this is only a very crude approximation of consumption 
for showering. This is only the hot water consumption for having showers and does not 
include doing dishes, laundry, and hot water for other uses such as hand washing and 
floor washing. Looking at the spreadsheet it appears that the dishwasher uses about 4- 
5 kWh per use. There are better ways to determine hot water electrical load that 
electrical utilities would have access to, but this crude analysis gives an indication that 
the load is significant compared to the monthly allotment for tier 1. 
At night, on moonless nights, one cannot see their hand in front of their face here. To 
be able to see at all at night I have a 5 W LED light on during the night to see across the 
parking area and so that anything coming down the mountain to the horses would be 
coming out of the light to give my horses added advantage (although they do have 
fantastic night vision). I have another LED light at a back door of the house 
on at night to provide light at that end of my house area. Now I have either this light or 
an equivalent light at my firewater tank house up the mountain on at night. I also have 
two motion sensor lights in the parking area that I’ve replaced the dual floodlights with 
CFL type floodlights. The detrimental part of this change is that they take a long time to 
come on, particularly in the cold. Years ago I bought a pole-mount farmyard light which 
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is still in storage. It is 165 W metal halide. It will likely stay in storage unless my 
situation changes to require more light at night (like urban). 
Although none were turned on at all this past winter, this house has the following 
baseboard heaters installed: 2 x 1500 W in master bedroom (very large room), 3 x 1500 
W in three other bedrooms, 1 x 1500 W in dining room, 1 x 2000 W in family room, 2 x 
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1500 W in living room, 1 x 500 W in auxiliary room, 2 x 300 W in two bathrooms. This 
totals 15,100 W and does not include the 500 W heater in the cistern room. It is difficult 
to determine actual use (especially with also having wood heat), but if these were on 
just 20% of the time in the winter the consumption would be almost 2200 kWh per 
month (30 day). I do not have authority to include these bills, but I have bills from a 
previous tenant (before I moved into this house) that had a total consumption of 18,154 
kWh from October 1 to April 22 (total of 203 days) with the middle bill being 8179 kWh 
of this total for that two month period (63 days). They were using a combination of 
wood and electric space heating and there was more than one person living here (more 
showers, dishes, clothes washing). I have these bills because they were complaining 
about having to pay for the electrical heat on the water lines (~700 kWH per month). 
(2200 kWh would be $334.36 TNIP per month on tier 2 rate and even at the highest gas 
prices ever in xxxxxxxxx my heating costs were nowhere even near to this) 
The total consumption that I had for the past equivalent billing period from October 22 to 
April 22 was 5582 kWh (total of 183 days). Unfortunately the actual number of days for 
the three billing periods is quite different. Using a crude extrapolation the tenant’s 
consumption would be 183/203 x 18,154 = 16,365 kWh for a more comparable 61 day 
billing period average. This gives an indication of normal family living in this house 
compared to a single person living extreme conservation and deprivation of normal 
heating as can be seen in this report and Excel spreadsheet data. Other tenants in the 
past had complained about the cost of having to turn on electric heating (and without 
having a two tier system at that time). 
CONCLUSION 
Even with living an extreme conservation lifestyle with deprivation of heating, sleep, 
safety, and comfort; it is not possible to live in this rural setting in the allotment given for 
tier 1 consumption, showing that it is a discriminatory rate as applied and not a 
conservation rate. This was done partly because of finances while carrying a house in 
xxxxxxxxxx and partly to see if it could be done, but nobody should have to live like this 
to try to fit into a single rate structure that cannot possibly fit all residential categories / 
situations. The residential electrical rate structure needs to have multiple-rate 
structuring to fit the different scenarios, like there is for industrial customers. 
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The existing two-tier rate structure appears to be a satisfactory system for urban 
residential customers, with gas space and water heating, to include large family 
situations and so all-encompassing for that category. However, it does not have any 
encouragement for these customers to convert from gas to electrical heating to become 
environmentally friendly in line with the societal push in the world today. It encourages 
urban customers to stay with, or convert to, gas-fired heating. 
Even the tier 1 rate here is very high compared to the rates charged by some other 
utilities as can be seen in the xxxxxxxxxx bills in Appendix B. This is likely partly because 
of the difficult terrain to build and maintain transmission and distribution facilities. 
The residential electrical rate does not allow for rural residential situations where there 
is no water system to connect to; and so must be provided by the resident using 
electrical energy to operate; and also the situation where freeze protection is required 
because of tough terrain (similar to what likely causes higher electrical rates here in 
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BC). It also does not allow for the rural residential situation that has animals that 
require freeze protection for their drinking water. These situations are definitely an 
added cost, but should not be a penalized added cost which declares these situations 
as environmentally unfriendly (having to have electric heat, independent water systems, 
and in having God’s creatures living there besides mankind). There is also the 
consideration that rural customers have to provide their own lighting at night because 
there are no urban streetlights there. There is more to be considered in developing a 
fair residential rate structure than just considering if there is access to natural gas or 
not. Access to natural gas should not even be a consideration in developing fair, 
ecologically friendly electrical rates that should be structured to do away with 
dependence on burning fossil fuels. The primary conclusion is that residential electrical 
rates should encourage the use of clean, renewable electrical energy in a responsible, 
conservative way rather than using fossil fuel; where practical. 
RECOMMENDATIONS 
1. Put an immediate moratorium on the two-tier residential electrical rate structure 
until a comprehensive, multiple-rate, residential rate system (like for industrial) 
can be developed and approved. 
2. Minimum considerations for multiple rates should be inclusion of electric water 
heating, inclusion of electrical space heating, and rural electrical situation 
requirements for water system operation, water system freeze protection, night 
lighting, etc. 
3. All rates developed should have the environment as a prime consideration in the 
purpose of their design, keeping in mind that this province is blessed with 
abundant hydro-electric generation development. Other clean energy generation 
should also be looked at and encouraged for individuals to develop. 
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4. Besides the environment, also keep customer financial situations in mind in the 
development process to not force customers to go to their own means, to keep 
costs down, that may be more polluting. Customers will not go onto an electrical 
grid that is prohibitively expensive. 
CLOSING COMMENTS 
There are always going to be situations where there are remote customers that will use 
very little electrical energy, or none if they have their own generator and not connected 
to the grid. (I have a 10 kVA generator that I have not set up yet.) They may have a 
tiny cabin with only wood heat or they may be blessed with a geothermal opportunity. 
Some are better sheltered for cold winter winds. In many cases water lines may be able 
to be adequately buried, like on the prairies. Some people live a lifestyle that is more 
back to the land self-sufficiency more like in the pioneer days. These situations are not 
always practical or possible and so rural rates must consider modern rural homes and 
farm-type animal situations. As society changes and the price of oil reduces because of 
reduced demand, it may become more economical in the remainder of my lifetime for 
someone like me to use my own gas generator during the day and just go on the grid at 
night to keep within an ill-fitted rate structure. This will not satisfy the intent of an 
electrical conservation rate structure, but most all of us have income limitations. We do 
not like to ‘line the pockets’ of private utility companies. 
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In recommendation 3, it is still prohibitively costly for individuals to install wind or solar 
systems bought on the open market as small individuals. Electrical utilities could 
purchase these systems at lower cost. Opportunities could be provided to install a 
system on a customer’s property that the customer would own and be responsible for 
that would be paid off over time on the utility bill at a very advantageous interest rate. 
As it is now utilities charge customers to install the system grid onto their property that 
the utility owns and operates that installation and charges the installation cost up front 
and a fixed charge on the bills for maintenance and operating. 
Fossil fuel development (NGLs) in this province can still be developed for export as the 
provincial government has been encouraging for our economy, but their use here for 
residential heating should be discouraged through the electrical rate structure and not 
encouraged. In a telephone conversation that I had with a Fortis employee I was told 
that they recommend converting to gas. This flies in the face of the world conferences 
to curb greenhouse gases. 
Jerrilynn A DeCock 
Senior Electrical Engineer 
Attachments: Appendix A – 2 pages + Excel file 
Appendix B – 5 pages 
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APPENDIX A 
This appendix includes an Excel spreadsheet document with this Word document. The 
following describes the Excel spreadsheet. 
Column A is a daily row number used as a search criteria for the formula in column O. 
It must be manually changed in 3 locations in each entry in column O. It is located at 
the first entry of each day starting with November 8, 2015 and each of those rows are 
highlighted to accentuate the beginning of a new day. 
Column B is the date for each entry. 
Column C is the revenue meter reading as taken from different photographs throughout 
each day. 
Column D is the number of kWh consumed for a row since the revenue meter reading 
in the preceding row (reading y – reading x). 
Column E is always an entry of ‘1’ in the row for the beginning of each new day that is 
used in the formula in column J to calculate the number of 15 minute intervals since the 
reading taken in the previous row. This is necessary because of using a 24 hour clock 
system to calculate time difference; to account for a new day so the value will not be 
negative. When it occurs it is multiplied by 96 to provide the number of 15 minute 
periods in one day and is added to the negative value obtained for the hour and minutes 
calculated for the first entry of each day to result in an accurate positive number of 15 
minute periods for the first entry of each day. 
Column F is the time of day that the reading is taken. It is in 24 hour clock and is not 
used in any formula. It is for the human interface to see the time of day. 
Column G is the number of hours for the time of day reading in column F. It is used in 
the formula in column I to calculate the number of minutes since the reading taken in 
the previous row. 
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Column H is the number of minutes for the time of day reading in column F. It is used 
in the formula in column I to calculate the number of minutes since the reading taken in 
the previous row. 
Column I calculates the number of minutes since the reading taken in the previous row. 
Because of the 24 hour clock it is almost always negative for the first reading of the day 
(unless the readings are more than 24 hours apart). 
Column J calculates the number of 15 minute intervals since the previous reading. 
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Column K calculates the consumption per 15 minute interval for that period since the 
previous reading. 
Column L calculates the extrapolation of the consumption in column K for a 24 hour 
period if consumption was constant at that rate for the 24 hour period. 
Column M calculates the extrapolation of the consumption in column K for a 30 day 
period if consumption was constant at that rate for the 30 day period. 
Column N is a comments column and it is also used to record the outside temperature 
taken at the first revenue meter reading of each day. Important notations like turning 
heat trace on and off are highlighted for ease of finding. 
Column O calculates the number of kWh consumed from the first reading of the 
previous day to the first reading of the day on which it is calculated, calculates the 
consumption over this period of the consumption per 15 minute period, and extrapolates 
what that usage would be for a 30 day period if constant for 30 days. The formula has 
three locations for the value in column A that have to be manually changed for each 
entry. 
Column P is periodically used for various things. Once a month, on the Fortis meter 
read day during those months, the values calculated in column O are averaged ahead 
as the days are entered. This allows the user to see expected consumption for the 
month based on the consumption already used if the pattern remains the same. The 
closer to the end of the month period it gets, the more accurate the prediction becomes. 
It also calculates the number of days for the period. It is also used to manually enter 
readings and do manual calculations of actual consumption to see how close the 
extrapolated value is to actual for the month. 
Column Q has descriptive comments for the calculations in column P. 
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APPENDIX B 
This appendix contains billing statements from several xxxxxxxxx statements that each 
provides graphs containing two years’ worth of consumption that provide a history of 
use that combined goes back many years as an xxxxxxxxx customer in a 1330 ft2 house 
with natural gas water and space heat in a climate that is far colder. 
It also shows the rates charged by a utility in an open market, semi-controlled condition 
in a province with primarily fossil fuel fired generation (coal and gas). The rates are 
fluctuating as no contract was ever signed to lock them in. 
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Before I address the five questions asked by the Minister, I'd like to point out something that I missed in my report.  
Even for urban customers with natural gas space and water heat the electrical consumption goes up during the winter 
months because of such things as frequent running of the furnace motor and increased use of lighting during the 
shorter days.  This is certainly compounded for rural customers who require electrical heating during the winter 
months and not during the summer months.  When this RIB rate was first incorporated it should have taken this into 
account in having different energy allotments to tier 1 for summer and winter.  Even this would have been slightly 
better than the overly simplistic rate structure that was proposed and accepted. 
  
 I will now address the five questions asked by the Minister. 
  
1) Do the residential inclining block rates cause cross-subsidy between customers with and without access to natural 
gas? 
Assuming that the residential inclining block rates were meant to be revenue neutral to the utilities they have to cause 
a cross-subsidy because the tier one rate would have to be slightly higher to all customers to compensate the loss of 
the revenue from the much higher tier 2 rate that rural customers have no reasonable means to avoid like urban 
customers with natural gas can do by not being wasteful of electrical energy.  It is not difficult to live in an urban 
setting with natural gas within the tier 1 allowance provided.  It is not possible for rural customers with no access to 
natural gas and who also have to provide their own industrial-like water systems and night time lighting and may have 
livestock animals to care for to live within the tier 1 allotment and have a reasonable lifestyle as my study and report 
have demonstrated. 
  
2) What evidence is available about high bill impacts [greater than 10 percent as a result of the adoption of the 
residential inclining block rates] on low income customers? 
This question is very difficult for someone who recently moved here to answer.  The aspect of low income should not 
be the consideration of a fair system, but what is fair for all.  I can point out the small  increase in energy consumption 
required to have a bill impact greater than 10% by solving the following system of two equations: 
Equation 1:   1600T1 + XT2 = 1.1[1600T1 + X T1] 
and 
Equation 2:   T2 = 1.54 T1 
  
Where: 
T1 = Tier 1 rate 
T2 = Tier 2 rate 
(actual ratio is 1.543727781 and rounded down to 1.54) 
  
Substituting equation 2 into equation 1 and solving for X: 
1600T1 + 1.54XT1 = 1760T1 + 1.1XT1 
1.54XT1  - 1.1XT1 = 1760T1  - 1600T1 
0.44XT1 = 160T1 
X = 363.636 
  
Proving the resolution: 
1600 + 1.54 x 363.636 = 2159.999 
1760 + 1.1 x 363.636 = 2159.999 
  
Putting this into the calculation using actual rates  
1600 x $0.09845 + 363.6 x $0.15198 = $212.78 
1600 x $0.09845 + 363.6 x $0.09845 = $193.32 
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$212.78 / $193.32 = 1.10066 
  
This shows that a consumption of 1964 kWh in a billing period, or an increase of only 182 kWh per month will cause an 
increase of 10% in the energy charges.  This could likely be caused by having an electric water heater for a family. 
  
3) What evidence is available about factors that lead to high energy use and, therefore, bill impacts for customers 
without access to natural gas, including low income customers? 
Please see my study report that answers this question in great detail.  For rural customers the factor is much more than 
just not having natural gas.  This impact includes all customers and so includes low income customers.  We must 
operate water systems and provide night-time lighting, including heating for water systems and animals' water in 
certain cases. 
  
4) What is the potential for existing Demand Side Management programs to mitigate these impacts? 
To manage demand at peak-use times it would require Time-of-Use (TOU) metering.  Energy metering is not as 
effective as using actual demand metering as TOU is for industrial customers, but the metering cost may not be 
reasonable for residential customers (but Itron has it).  Just energy TOU metering could be used to shave peak 
residential demand.  The present residential inclining block rates cannot do this as they just relate to bulk energy use at 
any time.   
  
5) Within the current environment, what options are there for additional Demand Side Management programs, 
including low income programs? 
TOU metering, and very important educational advertising, could cause residential customers to do things like laundry, 
dishes, baking, etc. during off-peak times.  Instead of having two-tier bulk-use rates there could be two-tier time-of-use 
rates.  This is also something that low income customers could manage to keep costs down, unlike the impossible task 
of reducing two-tier bulk rates for certain cases (rural). 
The Fortis meter on my house is Itron OpenWay model C2SOD.  It is a basic model smart meter that allows remote 
communication and can be upgraded to TOU metering.  The following is from an Itron brochure: 
Did you know functionality in the CENTRON meter can be specifically tailored to suit your needs? Choose from several personality
modules for basic to complex energy measurement, including:  
> Demand metering functions  
> Time-of-use (TOU) based rate structures  
> Load profile data  
> Smart grid, advanced metering infrastructure (AMI) and automated meter reading (AMR) applications  
> A variety of communication options from industry-leading  
OEM providers 
The unique flexibility of this solid-state meter platform offers your utility the best in metering technology, proven to easily and 
affordably expand as yourbusiness needs change. 
OpenWay® Smart Meters  
With its secure and reliable open-standards approach to data collection and communications between the meter and network, the 
OpenWay CENTRON meter (C2SO/C2SOD) provides the foundation for Itron's smart grid solution. Two-way communications, TOU 
and critical peak pricing details, 15-minute load profile data from two channels, and bi-directional metering are possible with 
OpenWay. Standard consumption message (SCM) support allows utilities to deploy OpenWay CENTRON meters in an AMR 
environment today, and then migrate to smart grid applications in the future.  
> Plug-and-Play OEM Meters  
From low-end kWh measurement to smart metering applications, Itron works closely with a variety of strategic partners to provide
additional communications options for rapid integration into CENTRON meters. Informative developer kits are available that outline 
standard processes and easy-to-use interfaces to support rapid OEM development.er  
  
In closing, I would like to reiterate that there is a lot more to this issue than just having access to natural gas or not. 
  
Jerrilynn DeCock




